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ABSTRACT Information obtained about magnetic anisotropy via neutral point voltage measurements can
be used to estimate the position of synchronous and induction machines at all speeds including standstill.
Due to its usually high signal-to-noise ratio, this estimation method can be an attractive alternative to
approaches that acquire anisotropy information via current measurements. The position estimation method
looked at in this paper relies on anisotropy information in the form of position-dependent inductance
ratios. These are obtained through measurement of the voltage between the machine’s neutral point and
an artificial neutral point during the application of different voltage vectors via a two-level switching
inverter.We analyze the conditions placed on and the consequences of implementing necessarymodifications
to a standard space vector modulation. Five different modified modulation strategies are compared and
investigated, including two newly proposed strategies which use only a minimal set of active and zero
voltage vectors for measurement of the inductance ratios and therefore allow high utilization of available
voltage and a high update rate of the estimated position. Experimental results for three low-power three-
phase permanent magnet synchronous machines are presented which suggest that modulation strategies that
use active measurement vectors in all three instead of only two axes of the machine are less susceptible to
systematic deviations in the position estimation that presumably result from nonlinear machine properties.
As part of the machine model, a normalizing inductance variation ratio is introduced, which simplifies
expressions and supports the comparison of motors.
INDEX TERMS Magnetic anisotropy, neutral point, permanent magnet machines, pulse width modulation,
sensorless control, space vector modulation, star point, zero-sequence voltage.
I. INTRODUCTION
Estimating position and speed of synchronous and inductance
machines from electrical quantities instead of using mechan-
ical sensors offers opportunities to save space and cost and
to increase reliability. The use of magnetic anisotropies has
been strongly investigated over the past three decades in order
to complement methods based on induced voltages and allow
estimation at very low speeds and standstill.While the voltage
induced by rotor movement is proportional to speed, estima-
tion via magnetic anisotropy is based onmachine inductances
varying with position. The nonlinear properties of the iron
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was Feifei Bu .
core and varying magnetic circuits in the machine are the
cause for their position dependency.
To acquire information related to the position dependent
machine inductances, the machine phases must be excited
with AC signals such as sinusoidal or pulsed signals. In three-
phase permanent magnet synchronous machines (PMSMs),
this excitation can be applied either in the stationary or esti-
mated rotating frame of the machine. There exists a wide
variety of approaches to exploit the anisotropy information
using different forms of excitation, measurement, signal pro-
cessing and methods to determine position and speed [1], [2].
In this paper, we focus only on estimation approaches that
use the discrete voltage vectors from a two-level switching
inverter as the source of excitation to obtain information
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about the varying inductances in the machine. The following
advantages can be identified: applying pulses with the highest
available voltage in the system, the DC link voltage, results
in very high transient excitation and therefore maximizes the
response [3]; also, such an approach offers the possibility
of direct calculation without feedback path and therefore
has no theoretical limit in estimation bandwidth, only in
sampling rate. Therefore, there is potential to achieve high-
performance control.
The majority of anisotropy-based approaches are based
on current measurements [4], the first one being the
INFORM technique proposed by Schroedl [5], [6]. Since
current sensors are anyway needed for field-oriented control,
no additional hardware is needed in this case. When injecting
voltages and evaluating current changes dependent on the
varying inductances, measurement noise however poses an
important factor to be considered. Especially when using the
time derivative for direct calculation it can quickly become
a problem. The noise makes high bandwidth estimation with
no or little filtering difficult, especially when also trying to
inject as small additional voltage signals as possible. One
solution for this problem was presented in [7] and consists of
the use of fast ADCs and oversampling, estimating the current
derivative via linear regression.
An interesting alternative however can be to use the zero-
sequence voltage that can be acquired from the voltage at
the machine’s neutral point, which must be accessible in this
case. Variants of this latter approach were proposed in [3], [8]
and [9] for induction machines and in [10]– [16] for PMSMs.
Due to its low noise content this approach can provide posi-
tion estimation with high signal-to-noise ratio with relatively
low hardware and computational requirements and will be
the focus of this paper. Analytical comparisons between the
anisotropy information provided via current or current deriva-
tive measurements and zero-sequence voltage measurements
can be found in [14], [15].
As we will see, modifications to conventional space vector
modulation (SVM) are necessary in order to successfully
employ position estimation based on zero-sequence volt-
age measurements and discrete voltage vector excitation.
In previous works, different modifications of the SVM have
been used, but these have often been described in little
detail or only under certain conditions such as low speed and
low voltage. Concerning investigations into voltage utiliza-
tion in terms of achievable voltage vector amplitudes and
other effects of choosing a certain kind of modified SVM,
only limited information can be found in [14]. The aim of
this work is therefore to analyze the requirements placed on
modified SVM strategies and compare different approaches.
As part of this we will review modified SVM strategies
that have been proposed in the literature and propose two
new ones that use a minimal set of voltage vectors. Key
aspects of this investigation are differences in the achievable
voltage vector amplitude and in estimation results, where the
latter will be investigated by experiments on three low-power
PMSMs.
II. ESTIMATION PRINCIPLE
The estimation principle that is used in this paper is outlined
in two steps. In the first step, a simplified machine model in
matrix form is introduced which neglects saturation and hys-
teresis effects and allows the flux linkages to be represented
as a linear superposition of the flux linkages produced by the
permanent magnets and the windings. It is shown that the
anisotropy information from which the machine position is
determined is contained in inductance ratios that can be iden-
tified by means of measurements taken at the neutral point.
In the second step, the calculation of the estimated position
from the inductance ratios is derived based on a common
assumption of the inductance matrix’s position dependency.
A. ELECTRICAL MACHINE MODEL
In this section, a simplified electrical model of a three-phase
star-connected permanent magnet synchronous machine will
be derived in stationary coordinates. In order to represent
the equations, two different coordinate systems will be used:
first, the abc frame, which is directly related to the three
physical machine phases and the voltage vectors that can be
applied using a three-phase inverter; second, the αβ0 frame
with its orthogonal axes α and β and the zero-sequence axis,
which yields simpler equations and has no linear dependence
between its components. The αβ0 frame also allows for a bet-
ter comparisonwith approaches that inject voltage signals and
measure currents, as these are typically modelled in αβ or in
the rotating frame dq. The zero-sequence axis is typically not
considered there because it has no influence on the phase
currents. Vectors in the abc frame will be displayed with the
superscript ‘‘p’’ for ‘‘physical’’, while vectors in αβ0 will
use the commonly used superscript ‘‘s’’ for ‘‘stator’’. If no
superscript is used for vectors or matrices, the equation is true
for both stationary reference frames. Voltages u, currents i and
flux linkages Ψ are transformed from one frame to the other
via the amplitude invariant Clarke transform TC:
xs = TCxp, (1)




















x ∈ {u, i, Ψ }. (6)
The electrical machine model in either of the stationary
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FIGURE 1. Three phases of an electrical machine in star connection.
where u is the vector of phase voltages, i is the vector of phase
currents and Ψ is the vector of the total flux linkages associ-
ated with the phases. R is the resistance matrix. To enable an
understanding of the principle of neutral point based position
estimation, the total flux linkage vector is assumed to be the
superposition of the permanent magnet flux linkage vector
and the stator flux linkage vector
Ψ = ΨPM(ϕ)+ Ψs (8)
= ΨPM(ϕ)+ L(ϕ)i, (9)
where L is the inductance matrix that is dependent on the
electrical rotor position ϕ due to the magnetic anisotropy.
Ψ PM is also position dependent, because it is aligned with the
permanent magnets on the rotor. However, hysteretic effects
are not considered and there is assumed to be no dependency
of L and Ψ PM on the stator current. The inductance matrix
in abc is further assumed to be symmetrical and invertible,
defined by
Lp (ϕ) = Lp =
Laa Lab LcaLab Lbb Lbc
Lca Lbc Lcc
 , (10)
whereas in αβ0, the inductance matrix can be derived as
Ls = TCLpT−1C =
Lαα Lαβ 2L0αLαβ Lββ 2L0β
L0α L0β 2L00
 . (11)

















The phase voltages are the difference between the voltages
applied at the machine terminals and the neutral point










as depicted in Fig. 1, where uterm,λ, λ ∈ {a, b, c} and uN are
the respective voltages with respect to the common inverter
ground. Under the assumption that i0 = 0 and di0/dt = 0,


































































as has been shown in [15]. Analogously to (11), Yij are the
entries of the inverse of the inductance matrix
Y s = Ls
−1
, (23)
giving additional insight into the meaning of these induc-
tance ratios. According to (15)-(17), the neutral point volt-
age depends therefore on the inductance ratios κα and κβ ,
on the applied terminal voltages and on the slowly changing
part uslow, consisting of resistive voltage drops and voltage
induced due to rotor movement. These terms can be con-
sidered constant within a small time period that is much
smaller than the machine’s electrical time constant as well as
the time for one electrical revolution. Furthermore, it can be
observed that κα and κβ are position dependent, whereas κ0 is
equal to one and therefore contains no position information.
By analogously subtracting the voltage of an artificial neutral
point, which connects three equal resistors leading to the











the zero-sequence component of usterm is removed, leading to



















To complete the picture, it is worth mentioning that
uNAN = −u0. (29)
In [9], the voltages between machine terminals and the
neutral point were measured and summed instead, which
is a different measurement approach but provides the same
information. The slowly changing part uslow can be consid-
ered a disturbance signal, which becomes more significant
as speed increases. By applying two different voltage vectors
whose difference is1uterm in close succession and evaluating
only the differences in uNAN between these vectors, uslow
remains almost unchanged and is therefore eliminated. This
then allows a precise measurement of the inductance ratios
up to high speeds and rejection of possible resistive
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imbalances, leaving only












κa + κb + κc = 1. (32)
These final equations show the relationship between the dif-
ference of two applied voltage vectors, the inductance ratio
vector κ and1uNAN. κ contains two-dimensional anisotropy
information that can be used to estimate the motor position
via direct calculation. 1uNAN can be interpreted as a zero-
sequence anisotropy voltage.
B. POSITION ESTIMATION
As the next step, it is necessary to discuss how the position
information can be obtained from the vector of inductance
ratios κ . We therefore assume a diagonal matrix Lp that con-
sists of an isotropic part and an anisotropic part. The isotropic
part is constant and is comprised of the mean inductance
L6 multiplied with the identity matrix I . The entries in the
anisotropic part vary sinusoidally with the amplitude 2L1 and
with twice the frequency of the electrical rotor position so that
Lp
= L6I + 2L1
·





















As we have seen in (15-19), anisotropy information in
neutral point based approaches expresses itself in the form
of inductance ratios and not in absolute values of induc-
tances or their reciprocals as is the case with approaches
based on current measurements, which has also been
discussed in [14] and [15]. For this reason we define an
inductance variation ratio
r = L1/L6 . (34)
Representing the normalized induction variation by this
ratio will significantly contribute to the simplification of the
equations, the understanding of the general dependencies and
the comparability between machines.
Accordingly, (33) can be rewritten as
Lp
= L6I + 2L6r
·





















and the inductance matrix and the inductance ratio vector in
αβ0 are obtained as
Ls = L6I + L6r
cos (2ϕ) sin (2ϕ) 2 cos (2ϕ)sin (2ϕ) − cos (2ϕ) −2 sin (2ϕ)







































































Consequently, the assumptions made about the induc-
tance matrix result in inductance ratios that contain a fourth
harmonic, which would cause harmonics in the estimated
position when using a direct calculation approach via the
arctangent function.
In [11] an interesting find was made, which has received
little attention so far. It was shown that purely sinusoidal
inductance ratio signals can be obtained by a nonlinear trans-
formation, effectively removing the influence of the fourth












which compared to [11] was only scaled by 1/
√
3 to allow






r cos (−2ϕ)r sin (−2ϕ)
1
T. (40)
By applying the arctangent function, the position can
clearly be derived correctly, requiring no knowledge of r
except of its sign. A negative r corresponds with Ldd < Lqq
when the inductance matrix is transformed to the dq0 frame.
Since the arctangent function returns only values between
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FIGURE 2. Loci of the inductance ratio vector κ in the αβ-plane for
different absolute values of the inductance variation ratio |r |. The 4th
harmonic causes deviations from circular shape with increasing |r |.
FIGURE 3. Loci of the inductance ratio vector ρ in the αβ-plane for
different absolute values of the inductance variation ratio |r |. The shape
remains circular regardless of |r |.






















+ kπ, r > 0
, (41)
where k ∈ N. As with all anisotropy-based approaches,
the estimated position has an uncertainty of 180◦ electrical.
This uncertainty must be resolved by an initial polarity detec-
tion procedure, which can for example be found in [5], [11]
and [13]. It is worth mentioning that an equivalent position
can also be obtained by a method shown in [13], which skips
the intermediate step of creating purely sinusoidal signals and
does not involve calculating square roots and divisions. The
expected loci of κs and ρs for the assumed inductance matrix
are shown in Figs. 2 and 3 for a range of values of |r|, clearly
revealing the disturbing influence of the fourth harmonic of
the electrical rotor position in κs with increasing |r|.
The simplified model together with the transformation in
(39) leads to an ‘‘ideal anisotropy vector’’ that has a constant
length and rotates with −2ϕ without additional harmonics.
This idealized representation enables parameterless position
estimation requiring no additional knowledge of the machine
except the mentioned sign of the inductance variation as
long as the model describes the machine sufficiently well.
The components of the anisotropy vector in real machines
can however deviate from this ideal description for var-
ious reasons, including the motor geometry, the winding
TABLE 1. Discrete voltage vectors applicable via a three-phase two-level
switching inverter with DC link voltage uDC.
arrangement or the nonlinear behaviour of the soft-magnetic
material, in particular saturation effects [1]. Such deviations
can be modelled as (current-dependent) harmonics, phase
shifts or offsets that may require identification and adequate
compensation.
Information about possible compensation structures can
be found for example in [17] and [18] and is not
further discussed here. For the motors used in this work,
a compensation of harmonic components is not necessarily
required to achieve sufficiently accurate position estimation.
Only a relatively simple correction function for current-
dependent offsets in the estimated position will therefore
be described and used in the experimental investigation in
section IV.
III. SPACE VECTOR MODULATION
A. STANDARD SVM
Typically, modern electrical drives use two-level three-phase
switching inverters to apply voltages to the machine phases
that have previously been calculated by the control algorithm,
which is most often a field-oriented control. If exactly one
switch is always conducting in every leg of the inverter, eight
discrete voltage vectors are possible for uterm according to
Table 1, where uDC is the voltage of the DC link. u0 and u7 are
so-called zero vectors, whereas the others are usually referred
to as active vectors [19].
In order to apply arbitrary voltage vectors, modulation
strategies are necessary which synthesize this so-called refer-
ence vector as a time-average of the discrete voltage vectors
over one modulation period. Space vector modulation (SVM)
can be considered the conventional approach to generate the
pulsed voltage waveforms which are applied to the inverter
switches. Even though, technically, all such approaches use a
modulation of space vectors, the term SVM is typically used
for a specific implementation that uses the two active vectors
closest to the reference vector and the two zero vectors [19].
Such an approach keeps the current ripple small and we will
refer to this as standard SVM. The two zero vectors are redun-
dant and represent an additional degree of freedom which
can for example be used to minimize losses in the switching
devices [20]. Fig. 4 shows an example of a reference vector
ur that is synthesized using the active vectors u1 (+a) and u2
(-c), whose shares of the PWM period are k1 = Tu1/TPWM
and k2 = Tu2/TPWM. The zero vectors are applied during the
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FIGURE 4. Example of a reference vector ur synthesized via standard
SVM. The reference vector is the time-average of the discrete voltage
vectors over one modulation period.
remaining time so that
TPWM = Tu1 + Tu2 + Tu0 + Tu7. (42)
B. REQUIREMENTS FOR NEUTRAL POINT BASED
POSITION ESTIMATION
Here, we will discuss the requirements placed on modulation
strategies implementing the neutral point based approach
being pursued in this paper. We will first keep the considera-
tions on an abstract level to make generally valid statements
before practical implementation is discussed in sections III-C
and III-D. It is first explained that at least three suitable
voltage vectors are required to perform the measurements
of uNAN that are necessary for position estimation. We will
refer to such vectors as measurement vectors. Three reasons
that lead to a minimum time requirement for these vectors
are then mentioned. It is shown that these minimum times
are not adhered to in certain voltage regions of a standard
SVM so that modifications are necessary. The limitations
on the achievable voltage amplitude associated with these
modifications are discussed and a theoretical limit is given
for a best-case consideration. Then, desirable characteristics
of a suitable modified modulation strategy are listed before
three known and two newly proposed modulation strategies
are presented and compared in the sections that follow.
Concerning the requirement for a certain number and ori-
entation of voltage vectors, equation (30) has shown that
1uNAN depends only on κα and κβ and the differential voltage
vector applied at the machine terminals. More precisely, (30)
is a single linear equation with the two unknowns κα and
κβ which are required for the position estimation approach
being discussed here. In order to determine both and directly
calculate the rotor position, it is therefore necessary to apply
at least two 1uterm in linearly independent directions in the
αβ-plane, requiring at least three suitable voltage vectors.
In order to take useful measurements of uNAN, the corre-
sponding voltage vectors must be applied for a minimum time
duration due to three reasons. The first reason is the transient
response occurring at the neutral point after a switching event.
As the measurements in Fig. 5 show, the inductances and
parasitic capacitances in a machine and its cables typically
create significant overshoot and ringing at the neutral point.
FIGURE 5. Measured data of uN, uAN and resulting uNAN acquired from
motor M1 during operation. uN and uAN were analogously lowpass
filtered with time constant τ ≈ 46.6 ns.
FIGURE 6. Red areas show voltage regions where estimation is not
possible when using standard SVM in sector I.
Even more pronounced overshoot and ringing was reported
in [21]. Consequentially, measurements right after switching
would be distorted and must therefore be avoided. Secondly,
the A/D converter also needs a minimum time to sample
the voltage. And finally, inverter dead-times must also be
considered because they influence the effective switching
instants depending on the phase currents. All of these factors
result in the requirement for a minimum time Tmv,min, for
which each of the measurement vectors must be applied so
that Tmv ≥ Tmv,min.
If standard SVM is used, there are regions in the hexagon
of applicable voltage vectors, where this requirement for
minimum times would not be fulfilled. This is illustrated
in Fig. 6 for one of the six voltage sectors. At the two
borders to neighboring sectors, the time for which the more
distant of the two active voltage vectors is applied becomes
too small. In the high voltage region located at the outer
border, the same is true for the zero voltage vectors. As a
result of this, the position estimation would not be possible
in these areas. It therefore becomes apparent that modified
modulation strategies are necessary when using a neutral-
point based approach as described before.
The standard SVM can be modified for example by
extending the duration of existing discrete voltage vectors or
substituting vectors, which however leads to a reduction in
achievable voltage amplitude. We will now look at the max-
imum voltage that can be applied with a suitably modified
modulation strategy. We define an estimation period Test
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FIGURE 7. Theoretical maximum voltage range with modified modulation
strategies due to the requirement of minimum time for suitable switching
states, shown for Tmv,min/Test = 0.1.
corresponding to the time required to update the position
estimation. This will typically be equal to one or multi-
ple PWM periods. Because at least three different voltage
vectors are needed for the estimation as discussed before,
the accessible voltage region is reduced at the outer border
as shown in Fig. 7. To describe the reduction in voltage
amplitude, a comparison can be drawn between the amplitude
û = |usterm| achievable with a modified SVM and the one
achievable with standard SVM. A voltage reduction factor
kred is therefore defined, where











compared to standard SVM. This is because in addition to
the two adjacent active voltage vectors, at least one zero vec-
tor or one additional active voltage vector must be applied for
Tmv,min in every estimation period, which does not contribute
in the direction of the reference vector. Therefore, this is to
be considered the theoretical minimum; the actual reduction
depends however on the specific modified SVM approach,
as will be further discussed.
There is another noteworthy aspect. The yellow edge
regions in Fig. 7 are only accessible if the three active voltage
vectors closest to these regions are used for measurement.
If Tmv/Test is greater than a certain threshold or if overmod-
ulation is desired, the use of these vectors becomes therefore
necessary to avoid a further reduction in voltage amplitude.












and can be geometrically derived as the ratio where the
yellow regions touch the circle of constant amplitude. For
the sake of simplicity, it is assumed here that this thresh-
old is not exceeded and that no overmodulation is used.
For the further investigation, it is also assumed that the
modified SVM is used repeatedly in all PWM periods.
The achievable voltage amplitude would otherwise differ
between periods, which will probably be undesirable in most
cases.
How should a modified modulation strategy be designed?
There are in fact diverse possibilities in realizing suitable
modified SVM strategies. The following are a few charac-
teristics that an ideal modified SVM approach and the mea-
surement approach that is inherently connected with it should
fulfill:
• high update rate of the anisotropy information
• high voltage utilization
• high rejection of systematic errors such as
- - varying common modes of uN and uAN causing
errors due to common mode gain in subtraction
- - errors due to non-linear machine behaviour
- - low-frequency part uslow
• low complexity of implementation, i.e.
- - low computational effort
- - low hardware capability requirements
• low additional current ripple to avoid audible noise and
torque ripple
• few or no additional switching events
It is probably not surprising, that these goals cannot all be
optimally satisfied at the same time and that compromises
have to be made. Some of these aspects are also difficult
to compare, for example the complexity of implementation,
which depends strongly on the hardware that is being used.
However, we will try to cover as many aspects as possible
when presenting different possible approaches.
C. MODIFIED SVM STRATEGIES USED IN
PREVIOUS WORKS
For neutral point based position estimation, a few modified
modulation strategies have been published so far. All of these
strategies implement measurement vectors that fulfill the
minimal time requirement to estimate the position indepen-
dently of the reference voltage vector. However, differences
between modification strategies have not yet been investi-
gated in detail. For example, the varying levels of reduction
of the achievable voltage amplitude remained largely unmen-
tioned, which is certainly due tomanyworks focusing only on
the low speed range. Also, the effects that choosing a certain
modified SVM has on the measurement of the inductance
ratios and therefore also on the position estimation have not
yet been analyzed.
In [9], one of the earliest works, it was proposed to add one
active measurement vector at the end of one PWM period and
compensate for this with the opposite vector at the beginning
of the next PWM period, making measurements during both
vectors as shown in Fig. 8(a). For direct calculation of the
position, this procedure must be carried out in at least two
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FIGURE 8. Illustration of modified SVM approaches that were used in
previous works. Differences are found mainly in the measurement block:
(a) using opposing active vectors in alternating axes [9]; (b) using two
zero vectors and two neighboring active vectors [16] and (c) using one
zero vector and one active vector in alternating axes [11].
but preferably in all three axes. In the latter case six PWM
periods are required so that Test = 6TPWM, however the
position can be updated every two PWM periods when a
new pair of measurements becomes available. Advantages of
this approach can be identified as follows. Due to the use of
opposing voltage vectors, the maximum realizable magnitude
of 1uterm is applied and thus a high signal-to-noise ratio is
obtained. Since the vectors are applied directly after each
other, they compensate each other almost immediately. Addi-
tionally, themirrored neighboringmodulation blocks result in
a behavior similar to center-aligned PWMs, which is typically
preferred due to lower harmonic distortion compared to edge-
aligned pulses [22]. Presumably the main downside of this
approach occurs during high speed operation, since the mea-
surements of uNAN are spread over multiple PWM periods
during which the rotor position can change considerably. The








which means that high voltage amplitudes can be achieved,
but this comes at the cost of a relatively long estimation
period.
In [16] a different approach was used. The beginning of
each PWM period was kept fixed and started with a zero
vector, then the phases were quickly switched one after the
other. Four measurements were taken during the resulting
two zero and two active vectors as shown in Fig. 8(b). The
measurement vectors are compensated for in the modulation
block by shifting the edges by the same amount as in the mea-
surement block. This has the advantage that all measurements
needed to acquire the inductance ratio vectors are performed
within one single block and at every PWM period. However,





because the order of the pulse edges is not chosen in depen-
dence of the SVM sector. The limiting factor is the achievable
amplitude in the sector that is on the opposite side of the
measurement vectors. In the case illustrated, this would be
sector IV.
Another modified strategy has been proposed in [11] and
spreads the measurements over three PWM periods, where
each period starts with a zero vector and then one phase is
switched, where the latter is alternated each PWM period,
as shown in Fig. 8(c). Measurements are taken at the zero
vector and the following active vector, leading to a total
of six measurements over three PWM periods. The voltage
reduction depends on whether the measurement vectors are
compensated for in the modulation block of the respective
















In the second case, the active measurement vectors com-
pensate each other over three PWM periods. A noteworthy
downside of this modified SVM is that it produces signifi-
cant current ripple and therefore potentially audible noise at
fPWM/3 andmultiples of it due to the alternating vectors in the
measurement block, which are not immediately compensated
for. Also, very high speed operation can become an issue
again because the measurements are spread over three PWM
periods.
In all of the discussed approaches, at least two measure-
ments of uNAN are always performed in close succession.
This ensures a proper elimination of the low frequency part
uslow. Additionally, the measurements are also performed at
fixed time instants, which simplifies triggering of the ADC
and allows calculating the position at regular intervals without
delay.
In [12], the authors proposed to shift the pulses of a
standard SVM to guarantee minimum measurement vector
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times. If applied to edge-aligned PWM, it would be similar
to the approach shown in Fig. 8(c). However, the underly-
ing estimation principle was slightly different from the one
described in this paper since it did not make use of differential
measurements to eliminate uslow, focusing mainly on low-
speed operation.
As an alternative for cases where the modulator does not
provide enough flexibility to modify the SVM as described
above, estimation can also be realized by inserting additional
standard SVM periods solely for excitation and measure-
ment purposes between those that apply the voltage vector
requested by the control algorithm [14]. However, this then
leads to stronger limitations either in voltage utilization or in
the update rate of the position, depending on how often these
periods are inserted. For this reason, this approach is not
further pursued here.
D. NOVEL MODIFIED SVM STRATEGIES WITH MINIMAL
NUMBER OF MEASUREMENT VECTORS
The approaches that were discussed in the last section use
either four or six measurement vectors per estimation period
to acquire the desired anisotropy information. Adding to the
existing approaches we want to propose two new modified
SVM strategies which use only the minimum number of three
measurement vectors to acquire the inductance ratios per
estimation period.Within the first new strategy, measurement
is accomplished using the two active vectors that are naturally
used in standard SVM per each sector plus one zero vector.






and the position can be estimated at each PWM period.
The SVM is therefore modified similarly to the one shown
in Fig. 8(b), however the active vectors depend on the SVM
sector and the fourth measurement is omitted as can be seen
in Fig. 9(a). In order to prevent high-frequency switching
between vectors it is advisable to implement a hysteresis logic
when determining which measurement vectors to use.
The second proposed strategy uses one active vector in
each of the three axes, resulting in a zero vector on average.
The modulation block is similar to that in Fig. 8(a), resulting
in center-aligned pulses and an update of the position with
every second PWM period. One unique advantage of this
strategy is also that all measurements are performed at the
same common mode voltage uterm,0, therefore making it less
susceptible to systematic common mode errors. The imple-
mentation of this modulation strategy can be somewhat more
complex compared to the other strategies because some PWM
periods require three edges to be generated. The voltage









Table 2 sums up some of the relevant properties of the
five modified SVM strategies presented. Abbreviations are
FIGURE 9. Novel modified SVM approaches with minimal number of
measurement vectors: (a) using sector-dependent active measurement
vectors and (b) using active measurement vectors in all three axes.
TABLE 2. Overview of the five modified SVM (mSVM) strategies under
investigation.
given to each of the five modified SVM (mSVM) strategies,
enabling clear correlation with the experimental results.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION
A. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
To obtain experimental results, the three low-power PMSMs
listed in Table 3 were analyzed under application of the
various modulation strategies. While M2 and M3 are com-
mercially available motors, M1 is a prototype motor that
was designed for anisotropy-based sensorless operation in a
conveyor roller. In the case of M2, the neutral point was made
accessible by the manufacturer, whereas in the case of M3,
the neutral point is accessible by default, which is quite rare.
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TABLE 3. Parameters of motors under investigation.
FIGURE 10. Schematic overall view of the experimental setup used in this
work.
FIGURE 11. Drive train as part of the experimental setup with motor
M1 mounted: (a) load motor, (b) torque sensor, (c) reference position
sensor and (d) motor under test.
The principal experimental setup is shown in Fig. 10.
Unless stated otherwise, the motors under test are coupled
to a drive train consisting of a load motor, a torque sensor
and an 18-bit optical encoder with an accuracy of ±0.1◦
that served as a position reference as depicted in Fig. 11.
Torque measurements were used only for validation and are
not shown in this work. The housing of the motor is con-
nected to the negative rail of the DC power supply to prevent
external disturbances from coupling onto the neutral point
over parasitic capacitances in the motor. The load motor is
given references from a PC using a real-time control and is
controlled either to constant speed or constant load torque.
In all of the experiments the same custom motor control
board shown in Fig. 12 is used to control the motor under
test, perform measurements of uNAN and the phase currents
and read the 18-bit encoder. The usage of a custom control
board offers the flexibility that is necessary to realize the
FIGURE 12. Custom motor control board as part of the experimental
setup: (a) uNAN subtractor circuit, (b) USB interface, (c) position sensor
interface, (d) STM32H753xx microcontroller and (e) inverter and shunt
current sensors.
different modified modulation strategies and allows for pre-
cise triggering of the measurements in synchronization with
the PWM. It essentially consists of an STM32H753xx micro-
controller that runs at 400 MHz and has an internal 16-bit
ADC, a MOSFET based inverter, three shunt-based current
sensors and an SPI-to-USB interface to transfer measured
data to a second PC. The neutral point and artificial neutral
point voltages are scaled down on the board using resistive
voltage dividers and lowpass filtered with a very small time
constant of τ ≈ 46.6 ns. They are then passed to an add-
on board which includes three fast operational amplifiers,
of which two serve as voltage followers for uN and uAN and
one as a subtractor to obtain uNAN. The embedded software
running on the microcontroller was written in C.
The PWM frequency was chosen to be 32 kHz for motors
M1 andM2 and 64 kHz for motor M3, considering its smaller
electrical time constants. Choosing a lower PWM frequency
can result in audible noise, reduces the sampling rate and
increases the achievable voltage amplitude but provides very
similar position estimation results as confirmed in experi-
ments on motors M1 and M2 at 10 kHz PWM frequency.
For the sake of simplicity, a constant-torque-angle strategy
with irefd = 0 was used in the field-oriented control for all
measurements. The duration for themeasurement vectors was
set to Tmv = 2 µs for all motors. All tests were conducted
with the DC link voltage at nominal level.
Themodel derived in section II does not include any depen-
dency of the inductance ratios on the stator currents. In order
to address offsets under load, a correction function was used
that considers the measured currents in the estimated d- and
q-axes of the machine. It is based on the correction function
proposed in [6] and is described by






where ϕ̃ is the raw position resulting from the estimation
approach presented in section II-B. The coefficient kcorr was
obtained empirically for each motor at low speed operation.
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FIGURE 13. Block diagram of the sensorless control scheme used in the experiments. The ADC measurements and the
calculation of the inductance ratios are synchronized to the application of the modified SVM. Stator current correction
according to (53) and a PLL-type filter are applied to the estimated position. The parameters of the PI controller in parallel
form were kP = 1014 and kI = 257.06 · 103.
In order to obtain even cleaner position and speed esti-
mates, a PLL-type filter was used which consists of a PI
controller and an integrator and was set to a relatively high
bandwidth of 200 Hz so that the dynamic performance of the
speed control was not limited. Note also that such a structure
does not lead to a phase lag at constant speed. Alternatively,
the PLL can also be left out and the speed can be calculated
by forming the derivative. A block diagram of the overall
sensorless control scheme is shown in Fig. 13.
B. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The experimental results are divided into four parts. The first
part compares the position estimation results and the under-
lying inductance ratios for all five modulation strategies at
moderate speed and zero current. Both the deviations between
estimated and reference positions as well as the inductance
ratios indicate differences between those modulation strate-
gies which use measurement vectors in two axes and those
which use them in all three axes of the machine. Since the
loci of the inductance ratios for the strategies involving two
axes deviate from the expected ones, this effect is then further
investigated in the second part. Systematic offsets are found
which clearly depend on the axes of the measurement vectors.
In the third part, results using the two novel modified SVM
strategies are shown, demonstrating good position estimation
for operation at high speed, high load and high voltage utiliza-
tion. Finally, results are shown that demonstrate the perfor-
mance of the estimation technique under transient conditions.
1) COMPARISON OF ALL FIVE MODULATION STRATEGIES AT
MODERATE SPEED AND ZERO CURRENT
For a first comparison, only motors M1 and M2 are consid-
ered. The load motor drove the motors under test at a speed
corresponding to an electrical frequency of 20 Hz, while they
were being current controlled to iq = 0 to simulate a no
load condition. The estimated position after PLL filtering
FIGURE 14. Measured deviation from reference position for motor M1
using different modulation strategies at n = 150 r/min and current
controlled to zero.
FIGURE 15. Measured deviation from reference position for motor M2
using different modulation strategies at n = 171.4 r/min and current
controlled to zero.
was used for the field-oriented control. Figs. 14 and 15 show
the deviations from the reference position for all of the five
applied modulation strategies and both motors. The position
information from before the PLL is shown, which is therefore
unfiltered. At first glance it is clear that the noise is very small
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FIGURE 16. Estimated position before and after the PLL affected by
discontinuities due to the use of sector-dependent measurement vectors
with mSVM4. Graphs show measured data for (a) motor M1 and
(b) motor M2.
but that there are fluctuations in the estimated positions. The
fluctuations were found to be highly repetitive over multiple
mechanical revolutions and should therefore not be consid-
ered as measurement noise. While for mSVM1, mSVM3
and mSVM5 the curves are highly coincidental, larger dif-
ferences exist for mSVM2 and mSVM4. In general, higher
fluctuations could be observed for motor M2, which may
be attributed to the smaller inductance variation ratio. What
is particularly noticeable for mSVM4 are the jumps in the
deviations that occur roughly every 60◦, which correspond to
the time instants where the voltage sector changes. Fig. 16
shows this effect on the estimated position before and after
filtering with the PLL. These jumps in the estimated position
can have a negative impact especially at low speed, when they
are large compared to the changes from the actual movement
of the rotor. For motor M2, the estimated position in Fig. 15
also exhibits a small offset of a few degrees for mSVM4
compared to the other modulation strategies. It is difficult to
draw further conclusions only from the estimated positions,
so that further investigations concentrate on the inductance
ratios, which are the basis of the calculated positions.
Fig. 17 shows measured data of both inductance ratio
vectors κ and ρ for motor M1 as scatter plots. mSVM1 was
used in this case. It is important to mention that the plots
do not give a correct impression about noise content because
data points of multiple mechanical revolutions are included,
leading also to multiple revolutions of ρ in the αβ-plane
on slightly different paths. Circle fits are also shown, which
were calculated afterwards using the Pratt method [23]. One
can see that the data points of ρ are much closer to being
circular, thereby validating the model used. The centers of
both circle fits lie almost exactly at the origin. For motor
M1, significant differences were hardly noticeable for any of
the other four modulation strategies. However, for motor M2
some differences became visible as is shown for ρ in Fig. 18.
Between mSVM1, mSVM3 and mSVM5, no significant dif-
ference can be identified. For mSVM4 however, the points
seem to be divided into three segments and therefore deviate
significantly from the expected circular shape. Besides that,
a considerable offset in the αβ-plane can also be noticed for
mSVM2. Both modulation strategies are very similar and –
differently from the other strategies – use active measurement
vectors in only two of the three axes. Thus, it seems plausible,
FIGURE 17. Scatter plots including circle fits of inductance ratio vectors κ
and ρ in the αβ-plane for motor M1 at n = 150 r/min and current
controlled to zero, using mSVM1.
FIGURE 18. Scatter plots including circle fits of inductance ratio vector ρ
in the αβ-plane for motor M2 at n = 171.4 r/min and current controlled to
zero, using different modulation strategies: (a) mSVM1, (b) mSVM2,
(c) mSVM3, (d) mSVM4, (e) mSVM5.
that the asymmetry corresponding to the use of measurement
vectors in only two axes causes the asymmetries observed in
the measurements involving mSMV2 and mSVM4.
2) EFFECT OF ACTIVE MEASUREMENT VECTORS IN
ONLY TWO AXES
In order to investigate the effect of using active mea-
surement vectors in two as opposed to in all three axes,
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FIGURE 19. Scatter plots (left) and corresponding circle fits (right) of
inductance ratio vector ρ in the αβ-plane for (a) motor M1, (b) motor M2
and (c) motor M3, using modulation similar to mSVM4 but with fixed
measurement vectors at n = 1 r/min and no external load. For motors M2
and M3, the usage of active measurement vectors in only two axes leads
to significant offsets.
the mSVM4 modulation strategy was applied to all three
motors. Here, each pair of active vectors corresponding to
the six voltage sectors was held fixed for the duration of a
test, instead of being dependent on the voltage sector, thus
resulting in continuous plots of the inductance ratios for each
vector pair. Because motor M3 was too small to be used on
the test bench, all motors were run without test bench in speed
control at a very low speed of n = 1 r/min and no external
load for this test.
The obtained data and calculated circle fits are shown
in Fig. 19 for all three motors. For motorsM2 andM3, the cir-
cle fits and their estimated centers clearly reveal systematic
offsets in dependence of the used measurement vectors. This
explains very well the behavior that was observed when
using mSVM2 and mSVM4 in Fig. 18. However, such a
dependence on the used voltage vectors is not compatible
with the linear model in equation (30). The effect can also not
FIGURE 20. Scatter plot and corresponding circle fit of inductance ratio
vector ρ in the αβ-plane for motor M2 when using mSVM1 but discarding
the measurements from one of the three axes at n = 1 r/min and no
external load.
be explained by existent, but very small common mode errors
that occur in the analog subtraction of uN and uAN. Instead,
this effect reveals the limitations of the simplified model as
it seems to come from nonlinear machine properties such as
saturation, hysteresis and/or eddy currents combined with the
usage of active measurement vectors in only two of the three
axes. Using measurement vectors in all three axes instead
seems to compensate a large part of the nonlinear behavior so
that ρ moves mostly on a circle that has its center in the origin
as shown for mSVM1, mSVM3 and mSVM5 in Fig. 18.
This assumption was further verified by using mSVM1
but considering only the measurements from two of the three
axes. The effect on the inductance ratios was very similar as
can be seen in Fig. 20. Note that only the estimation algorithm
but not the modulation itself was changed in this experiment
compared to the experiment behind Fig. 18(a). Even though
the offsets that were observed are of very systematic nature,
eliminating them involves more than just a static offset cor-
rection because they have shown to be also dependent on the
operating point in further tests. This is therefore not further
pursued here.
For motor M1, the effect of using measurement vectors in
two versus three axes was much smaller as seen in Fig. 19(a).
The reason for this might be the fact that this motor has
significantly higher inductance variations so that the impact
of the modulation strategy on the measured inductance ratios
is small compared to the inherent variations. This would
also explain why the effect is smaller for M2 than it is for
M3. However, further investigations seem necessary to obtain
better understanding of the physical background.
3) RESULTS USING THE NOVEL MODIFIED SVM STRATEGIES
AT HIGH SPEED AND HIGH LOAD
Anisotropy-based techniques can be used not only at low
speed but also at high speed operation. Especially the
two proposed modulation strategies should be well suit-
able also for high speed operation because they allow both
a high utilization of available voltage and also a high
update rate of the position. Moreover, the measurements for
one position estimation are not split into multiple blocks.
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FIGURE 21. Scatter plots of inductance ratio vector ρ for motor M1 at
voltage utilization of ≈ 75%. The motor was speed controlled to
n = 950 r/min at constant load torque using different modulation
strategies: (a) mSVM4, iq,mean ≈ 1.56 A and (b) mSVM5, iq,mean ≈ 1.5 A.
For mSVM4, the data points are colored according to the active
measurement vectors used.
At TPWM = 1/(32 kHz) and Tmv = 2 µs, the voltage reduc-
tion factor is kred = 6.4% for mSVM4 and kred = 9.6%
for mSVM5. In many cases, using the anisotropy based esti-
mation throughout the whole speed range might therefore be
a reasonable alternative to switching to an observer or other
estimator that uses the induced voltage as a source of informa-
tion even though a small percentage of the otherwise available
voltage is lost due to the modified SVM. This is because it
is then unnecessary to design and parameterize the observer
and a strategy for smooth transition between low and high
speed operation. If algorithms for both the anisotropy-based
estimation and the observer need to be executed in parallel
during the transition, then more reserves in computational
power are also required.
Further tests were therefore conducted on the test bench
for motors M1 and M2 at different operating points up to
high speed and high current that have confirmed consistently
good estimation performance. In the following, results are
shown for operating points that utilize approximately 75%
of the voltage that would be available with standard SVM.
The motors under test were running in speed control and a
relatively high constant load torque was applied via the load
motor. The speeds were n = 950 r/min for motor M1 and
n = 3500 r/min for motor M2.
Figs. 21 and 23 show the inductance ratios ρ in the
αβ-plane that were obtained for motors M1 and M2 when
using the two novel modulation strategies. The respec-
tive deviations between the estimated positions before and
after the PLL and the reference position are shown in
Figs. 22 and 24. Similar to the behavior at moderate speed,
there are again higher fluctuations in the unfiltered position
formotorM2 than formotorM1 and themean errors vary by a
few electrical degrees depending on the modulation strategy,
which offers potential for further compensation efforts. For
motor M2, there seems to be some impact of the load current
on the amplitude and shape of the inductance ratio locus.
Overall, the small deviations demonstrate that also at an
operating point with high speed and current the position is
estimated with good accuracy in field-oriented control.
FIGURE 22. Differences between reference position from encoder and
estimated position before and after the PLL for motor M1 using mSVM4
and mSVM5 at high speed and constant load torque, n = 950 r/min,
iq,mean ≈ 1.56 A (mSVM4) / 1.5 A (mSVM5).
FIGURE 23. Scatter plots of inductance ratio vector ρ for motor M2 at
voltage utilization of ≈ 75%. The motor was speed controlled to
n = 3500 r/min at constant load torque using different modulation
strategies: (a) mSVM4, iq,mean ≈ 3.04 A and (b) mSVM5, iq,mean ≈ 2.94 A.
For mSVM4, the data points are colored according to the active
measurement vectors used.
FIGURE 24. Differences between reference position from encoder and
estimated position before and after the PLL for motor M2 using mSVM4
and mSVM5 at high speed and constant load torque, n = 3500 r/min,
iq,mean ≈ 3.04 A (mSVM4) / 2.94 A (mSVM5).
4) ESTIMATION UNDER TRANSIENT CONDITIONS
Often, estimation performance during transients such as sud-
den changes in speed or load torque is also of interest. As the
raw position ϕ̃ is directly calculated from the inductance
ratios via the arctangent function, this position is not limited
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FIGURE 25. Estimation during speed and load transients. Motor M2 is
controlled via speed control, using mSVM5. At t ≈ 1 s, the speed
reference is changed stepwise from n = −100 r/min to n = +200 r/min.
From t ≈ 2.1 s to t ≈ 3.4 s, a constant load torque is applied via the load
motor that causes a current of iq ≈ 2.95 A. The bottom diagram shows a
close-up of the estimated and reference position during the reversal of
direction.
in bandwidth but only in sampling rate. The optional PLL
used in this paper adds a dynamic component to the esti-
mation structure, however the high bandwidth of 200 Hz
ensures that highly dynamic estimation remains guaranteed.
This is possible due to the low amount of noise present in
the measurements of the zero-sequence voltage and therefore
also in the calculated inductance ratios and position estimates.
As demonstrated in Fig. 25 for motor M2 using mSVM5,
transient estimation errors in ϕPLL accordingly proved to be
practically unnoticable.
V. CONCLUSION
This work showed that modified SVM strategies are neces-
sarywhen estimating the rotor position from two-dimensional
anisotropy information obtained via neutral point voltage
measurements. Following a review of existingmodified SVM
strategies found in the literature two new strategies were
proposed that use only a minimal number of voltage vec-
tors for exploiting the anisotropy information in the form
of inductance ratios. A detailed analysis of the total of five
discussed modulation strategies has been conducted based
both on the fundamental design of the modulation periods
and on experimental results to point out relevant differences
that support the selection of a suitable modulation strategy
depending on the specific use case. The differences between
the modulation strategies are primarily with respect to the
maximum achievable amplitude of the voltage, the robustness
against systematic offsets in the inductance ratio vectors and
the suitability for high speeds.
Our results show that there can be significant differences
in the measured inductance ratio vectors ρ depending on
whether activemeasurement vectors in only two or in all three
axes are used in the modified SVM strategy. When active
measurement vectors in only two axes were used, systematic
offsets in the αβ-plane were observed. This effect can be
attributed to nonlinear properties of the machine and differed
in intensity for the three PMSMs that were investigated in
this work. The use of active measurement vectors in all three
axes, in contrast, seems to almost completely compensate the
offsets in the αβ-plane. Further research is currently ongoing
to gain deeper insight into the physical background of this
effect. It is also planned to investigate the effect of modified
SVM strategies on the current ripple using spectral analysis,
in particular in the context of audible noise.
The two newly proposed modulation strategies allow to
both utilize a wide range of the available voltage and estimate
the position with a high update rate. One approach (mSVM4)
uses one zero vector and the two active vectors that are
naturally used in standard SVM. The other new approach
(mSVM5) uses three active vectors that are evenly distributed
in the αβ-plane. Both were able to estimate the position with
high performance for use in field-oriented control at different
operating points up to high speed and high current. While
mSVM4 allows for the highest voltage utilization and highest
update rate, the varying activemeasurement vectors can result
in discontinuous position estimation due to changing offsets
in the αβ-plane, which is most noticeable at low speeds.
In particular for motors that do not exhibit these offsets to
a significant extent such as motor M1 in our investigation,
mSVM4 can be a recommendable modulation strategy. The
modulation strategy mSVM5, in contrast, is a well-balanced
alternative suitable for a wider range of motors, as it does not
exhibit discontinuities in the estimated position but still offers
high voltage utilization and a good update rate.
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